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ABSTRACT  
  
Specific Aims: To determine whether receiving all medication therapy from a single pharmacy 

positively impacts medication adherence and lengthens duration of therapy in patients who are 

taking palbociclib for the treatment of HR+, HER2- metastatic breast cancer. 

Methods: In a retrospective cohort study, we analyzed 347 patients concurrently taking 

palbociclib and letrozole or fulvestrant. Patients with HR+, HER2- metastatic breast cancer 

currently on combination therapy of palbociclib and letrozole or fulvestrant filling at Avella 

Specialty Pharmacy between March 2016 to December 2017. 

Patients were divided into two groups characterized by those that filled both agents at Avella 

Specialty Pharmacy and those that only filled palbociclib at Avella and the other agent at a retail 

pharmacy. We compared the mean length of therapy, the PDC mean, and payor type between 

both patient groups. Primary outcome was the Proportion of Days Covered (PDC). Secondary 

outcomes included days on therapy and payor type. 

Main Results  

Data analysis was conducted among the 347 patients (mean age = 69.37; SD = 11.40).  

Comparison of PDC mean resulted in no significant difference (SPP mean = 94.5%, SD = 0.11; 

Non-SPP mean = 95.06%, SD = 0.09; t-test p-value = 0.82/Mann-Whitney U test p-value = 0.76). 

Days on therapy presented no significant difference (SPP mean = 177.81, SD = 136.95; Non-

SPP mean = 173.09, SD 157.69; t-test p-value= 0.83/Mann-Whitney U test p-value: 0.07). 

Comparison of payor type between patient groups had no significant difference (p-value = 0.13). 

Conclusions  

Adherence and length of therapy for patients filling both agents at Avella were similar to those 

filling the second agent at an alternative retail pharmacy. 
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INTRODUCTION       

Medication persistence is a major factor that determines the therapeutic endpoint for all 

patient treatment plans. It refers to the duration of time from initiation to discontinuation of therapy. 

Whether it be treating a bacterial infection or lowering LDL cholesterol levels, medication 

persistence is what bring patients to their desired outcome; being healthy. In the treatment of 

advanced metastatic breast cancer, the duration of drug therapy is the one determinant of 

stopping the progression of the disease. Medication persistence is often hindered by many causes 

including adverse effects, excessive costs, and convenience of therapy. These reasons are 

typically amplified when discussing cancer drug therapy.   

In the treatment of patients with advanced oestrogen receptor-positive and HER2- 

negative breast cancer, the course of their therapy leads them to progression-free survival. The 

addition of the drug palbociclib, a CDK inhibitor, to endocrine therapy has shown in several studies 

that patients are living longer. With this presented in several studies, the FDA approved 

IBRANCE® (palbociclib) as first-line treatment for HR+, HER2- metastatic breast cancer. 

Conveniently, it is available as an oral capsule that is often taken along with hormonal therapy. In 

addition with an aromatase inhibitor, letrozole, palbociclib showed to reduce the risk of disease 

progression by 42% when compared to placebo when taken as directed. Dosing for this 

combination therapy is on a 4-week cycle, palbociclib is taken for 3 weeks on and 1 week off while 

letrozole is taken once daily for all 4 weeks. For patients who have already tried hormonal therapy, 

palbociclib is combined with a selective estrogen receptor degrader, fulvestrant, and this 

combination has been shown to reduce their risk of disease progression by 54% compared to 

placebo when taken as directed. Dosing for palbociclib remains the same for this combination 

and fulvestrant is given as a series of intramuscular injections; 3 doses the first month (on days 

1, 15, and 29) and 1 dose monthly thereafter. Fulvestrant injections are administered by a 

healthcare professional. Medication persistence is the key factor to bring patients with advanced 

breast cancer closer to a progression-free life.      
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Currently, palbociclib is only available to metastatic breast cancer patients at specialty 

pharmacies while letrozole and fulvestrant are readily available at local chain pharmacies as well 

as specialty pharmacies. Our study focused on the trend of medication persistence in patients 

that fill both palbociclib and letrozole or fulvestrant at Avella Specialty Pharmacy or fill only 

palbociclib with Avella and receive letrozole or fulvestrant at a non-specialty pharmacy. At the end 

of this study, we will determine whether receiving all medication therapy from a single pharmacy 

positively impacts medication adherence and lengthens duration of therapy in patients who are 

taking palbociclib for the treatment of their HR+, HER2- metastatic breast cancer.  

 

METHODS 

Design     

This study used a retrospective chart review (retrospective cohort design).          

 

Subjects     

Patients were included in the study if they were 18 years or older and currently on combination 

therapy of palbociclib and letrozole or fulvestrant filling at Avella Specialty Pharmacy. Patients 

had a diagnosis of HR+, HER2- advanced breast cancer. The date range was March 2016 (FDA 

approval date for fulvestrant) – December 2017. 

 

Measures     

Avella Specialty Pharmacy identified eligible patients, determined concomitant therapy 

dispensing pharmacy and collected data. Avella Specialty Pharmacy ran a report to determine 

the date of each refill during the project time frame. The report was de-identified, removing patient 

info and assigning each patient with an unidentifiable patient ID. This de-identified report provided 

the data for data analysis. Data collected included the numbers of days during the period of the 

study that the patient was covered and the number of days for the period of the study. Other data 
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collected included patient age, indication, payor type, concomitant medication, previous therapy 

and dispensing pharmacy.  

The primary dependent variable was the length of time on therapy which was calculated 

by looking at differences between first fill date and last fill date + last fill date days supply. The 

secondary dependent variable was adherence to therapy, which was calculated using Proportion 

of Days Covered (PDC). The variables required for calculating PDC included the number of days 

during the time frame of the project that the patient was covered and the number of days during 

the specified time period of the project. Covered was defined as the time the patient had the 

medication adjusted for overlapping days if the patient picked up early (PDC = (# of days in period 

“covered”/Number of days in period)*100%).         

  

Data Collection  

De-identified patients were provided by Avella Specialty Pharmacy based on patient diagnosis, 

concomitant therapy, dispensing pharmacy and payor type. Avella Specialty Pharmacy ran a 

report to determine the date of each refill during the project time frame. The report was de-

identified and each patient was assigned an unidentifiable patient ID. This de-identified report 

was provided to us for data analysis.  

 

Data analysis     

Primary Hypothesis: Patients will have a longer length of treatment therapy when both agents are 

dispensed together at a specialty pharmacy. 

To compare the length of continued therapy of patients on both agents filled at Avella Specialty 

Pharmacy to patients filling an anti-oestrogen agent at other non-specialty pharmacies we: 

1) Determined the number of patients with HR+ HER2- advanced breast cancer on treatment 

therapy of palbociclib and letrozole or fulvestrant at Avella Specialty Pharmacy. Length of therapy 

of palbociclib was calculated by taking last fill date - first fill date + last fill days supply (in days). 
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2) Determined the number of patients on palbociclib at Avella Specialty Pharmacy with letrozole 

or fulvestrant filled at another retail pharmacy. The length of therapy of palbociclib was calculated 

by taking last fill date - first fill date + last fill days supply (in days). 

3) Calculated the mean and median, SD for the length of therapy (in days) for both groups. 

4) Compared the mean length of continued treatment therapy of patients filling both agents at 

Avella Specialty Pharmacy to patients who only fill palbociclib at Avella Specialty Pharmacy and 

the second agent at an alternative retail chain using a t-test and a Mann-Whitney U test for 

independent groups. The a priori alpha level is 0.05.     

To evaluate proportion of days covered (PDC) of palbociclib with an anti-estrogen concurrently 

dispensed at Avella vs. palbociclib dispensed at Avella and the anti- estrogen dispensed at a non-

specialty pharmacy we: 

1) Calculated PDC rates from refill records for each patient.     

2) PDC = (number of days in period “covered”/number of days in period) x 100%  

3) Compared mean and median PDC between groups.     

 

To determine payor type we:      

1) Reviewed payor type for private insurance, Medicare Part D, Tricare, and Medicaid used with 

each patient between groups.    

 

The descriptive variables and demographic variables were analyzed by calculating summary 

means, percentages and SD’s for continuous variables then using a t-test to compare groups. 

The a priori alpha level is 0.05.    
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RESULTS 

Baseline Characteristics among the 347 patients are shown in Table 1 (below). The age 

of patients with HR+, HER2- metastatic breast cancer was analyzed by calculating the mean and 

standard deviation (SPP mean age = 68.80; SD = 11.96, Non-SPP mean age = 69.48; SD: 11.30).  

Thirty five (59.40%) patients received previous therapy for their breast cancer in the SPP group 

and 193 patients (67.01%) in the Non-SPP group. There were 12 (20.30%) patients in the SPP 

group and 48 (16.67%) in the Non-SPP group that never received any previous therapy. The 

number patients with unknown previous therapy were 12 (20.30%) in the SPP group and 47 

(16.32%) in the Non-SPP group. Out of the 347 patients, 199 (57.35%) received concomitant 

therapy of palbociclib and letrozole (SPP: 53, 89.80%; Non-SPP: 146, 50.69%), 119 (34.29%) 

received palbociclib and fulvestrant (SPP: 2, 3.40%; Non-SPP: 117, 40.63%), and 29 (8.36%) 

patients received palbociclib and another agent (SPP: 4, 6.80%; Non-SPP: 25, 8.68%).  

Results of the primary outcome is shown in Table 2 (below). The median and mean of 

proportion of days covered (PDC) was compared between patients filling both agents at Avella 

Specialty Pharmacy (SPP) to patients only filling palbociclib at Avella and the second agent at an 

alternative chain pharmacy (Non-SPP). Statistical significance of PDC was analyzed by 

conducting the t-test and Mann-Whitney U test with a priori alpha p-value of 0.05. Comparison of 

mean PDC between patient groups resulted in no significant difference (SPP median = 100, SPP 

mean = 94.5%, SD = 0.11; Non-SPP median = 99.42, Non-SPP mean = 95.06%, SD = 0.09; t-

test p-value = 0.82/Mann-Whitney U test p-value = 0.76).  

Results of the days on therapy among the 347 patients is presented in Table 3 (below). 

The median, mean and standard deviation was calculated and compared between patients that 

filled both agents at Avella (SPP) to patients that only filled palbociclib at Avella and the other 

agent at another retail pharmacy (Non-SPP). Analysis of statistical significance was determined 

by conducting the t-test and Mann-Whitney U test between patient groups. Days on therapy 

presented no significant difference (SPP median = 157, SPP mean = 177.81, SD = 136.95; Non-
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SPP median = 120.5, Non-SPP mean = 173.09, SD 157.69; t-test p-value = 0.83/Mann-Whitney 

U test p-value = 0.07).  

All payor types used in this study are shown in Table 4 (below). The different payor types 

within this study included private insurance, Medicare Part D, Tricare, and Medicaid. The patients 

that received both agents from Avella Specialty Pharmacy (SPP) resulted in 23 having private 

insurance, 33 having Medicare Part D, 1 having Tricare, and 2 having Medicaid as their payor 

type. The patients that only received palbociclib at Avella and the second agent at another 

pharmacy (Non-SPP) resulted in 121 having private insurance, 145 having Medicare Part D, 7 

having Tricare, and 15 having Medicaid as their payor type. Statistical significance was analyzed 

by conducting the t-test between patient groups. No significant difference was observed within 

payor type (p-value = 0.13). 

 
DISCUSSION 

The results of the study demonstrated to show no significant outcomes among patients 

receiving combination therapy at Avella Specialty Pharmacy versus obtaining palbociclib at a 

specialty pharmacy and the anti-oestrogen single agent at a retail pharmacy. Trends between 

patient groups showed an increase of DOT in the SPP group, however there was no statistical 

significance determined through data analysis. Variation may also be seen in the length of therapy 

due to factors regarding adverse events during treatment. Finn and colleagues reported 66.4% 

common grade 3 or 4 adverse events of neutropenia among patients receiving palbociclib-

letrozole that possibly will cause dose reduction or interruptions in treatment. However, 

discontinuation associated with an adverse event was not likely due to the favorable benefit-risk 

was seen by the combination therapy with a higher response rate. 

  In comparison, the PDC was analyzed to help determine if patients were more likely to 

adhere to medication based on the convenience of filling their medication at a certain location and 

proportion of coverage. The primary findings resulted in patients being 94.50% adherent when 
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receiving their medication within an SPP, however similar results can be said for non-SPP being 

95.06% adherent. Further exploration into adherence studies has been made with breast cancer 

oral medication, identifying main common motivators to be psychosocial factors. Psychosocial 

factors include patient-physician relationships and self-efficacy in medication management. This 

may implicate possible convenience on location, as well as potential ease of use. Although no 

significant difference was seen among SPP and Non-SPP, it may be a factor in reducing burden 

with use of medication. 

One emphasis that was looked for was the payor type to understand which patient 

population was most likely to fill both the anti-estrogen and palbociclib at Avella Specialty 

Pharmacy. By encompassing the four main types of payment (Private, Med D, Tricare, and 

Medicaid), it resulted in a majority of patients receiving their medication with Non-SPP but no 

statistical significance was seen based on the t-test p-value of 0.13. Insurance type may be an 

influencer for patients and an important consideration to help prevent financial distress especially 

if patients are experiencing out-of-pocket cost. Price may ultimately be an issue for patients and 

deter them from certain pharmacies despite possible convenience the patient may have in 

obtaining both medications within a single location. 

Unfortunately, several limitations were seen among the study. For example, the primary 

center of location was within the Phoenix area at Avella Specialty Pharmacy, which may have 

restricted the study if further data could have been collected from sites all over the nation.  Even 

though no significant differences were seen among our objectives, the results demonstrate to 

show improvements with the SPP group. Therefore, substantial differences may be seen if the 

sample size is expanded in the future by viewing all of the Avella Specialty Pharmacies. An 

additional constraint during data collection was that several patients did not have a detailed 

medical chart; therefore prevented the determination of the correct duration of treatment for each 

of those patients.  An accurate depiction of the length of therapy may not be illustrated correctly 

if a patient was receiving previous therapy if data was unknown. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results suggest patients enrolled in the study appeared to not have a significant 

difference with the length of therapy and adherence amongst the location they received their 

therapy for advanced breast cancer. These findings do not support a favorable benefit of 

increasing medication persistence on solely receiving medication at a single pharmacy and 

revealed to have an equal duration of treatment among SPP and non-SPP. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 Table 1: Study Characteristics 

 

SPP: Specialty pharmacy 
(Avella) 
Non-SPP: Non-specialty 
pharmacy (retail chain) 
SD: Standard Deviation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 2: Proportion of Days Covered Specialty Pharmacy vs Non-Specialty Pharmacy 

Portion of Days 
Covered (PDC) 

SPP Non-SPP 

Median, % 100 99.42 

Mean, % 94.50 95.06 

SD 0.11 0.09 

T-test P-value 0.82 

Mann-Whitney U-test 
P-value 

0.76 

 
SPP: Specialty pharmacy (Avella) 
Non-SPP: Non-specialty pharmacy (retail chain) 
P-values are for student’s t-test and Mann-Whitney U test 
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Table 3: Days on Therapy Specialty Pharmacy vs Non-Specialty Pharmacy 

Days on Therapy  SPP Non-SPP 

Median, Days 157 120.5 

Mean, Days 177.81 173.09 

SD 136.95 157.69 

T-test P-value 0.83 

Mann-Whitney U-test 
P-Value 

0.07 

 

SPP: Specialty pharmacy (Avella) 
Non-SPP: Non-specialty pharmacy (retail chain) 
P-values are for student’s t-test and Mann-Whitney U test 
 

Figure 1: Payor Type Specialty Pharmacy vs Non-Specialty Pharmacy 

 

SPP: Specialty pharmacy (Avella) 
Non-SPP: Non-specialty pharmacy (retail chain) 
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Payor Type  SPP Non-SPP 

Private  23 121 

Medicare Part D  33 145 

Tricare  1 7 

Medicaid 2 15 

P-Value = 0.13 

 

APPENDICES 

Data Template 

Data Dictionary 
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